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Opening Case: BART speeds up with new  

               IT Infrastructure 

• Bay Area Rapid Transit is a heavy rail public transit system that 
connect San Francisco to Oakland, California and other 
neighboring cities.  

• BART is considered as most fast and reliable transportation 
medium which covers 104 miles of track and 43 stations. 

• It provides an alternative by driving on bridges and highways 
decreasing travel time and the number of cars on the Bay 
Area’s congested code. 

• It is considered as fifth busiest rapid transit system in the 
United States. 

• With some modernization made in the system, BART has 
improved in its services.  

• This modernization was made to overcome aged system. 



Opening Case: BART speeds up with new  

               IT Infrastructure 

• The aged system could no longer provide information rapidly 
enough for making timely decision and they were too 
unrealiable to support its 24/7 services. 

• To overcome from this demerit, BART upgraded both of its 
hardware and software. 

• It replaced old legacy mainframe application with Oracle’s 
PeopleSoft Enterprise Application running of HP Integrity 
Blade Servers and the Oracle Enterprise Linux Operating 
System. 

• BART wanted to create a high availability IT infrastructure 
using grid computing where it could match computing and 
storing capacity more closely to actual demand. 

• It run its server in grid architecture . 



Opening Case: BART speeds up with new  

               IT Infrastructure 

• Multiple Operations share capacity and computing resources 
that can be provisioned, distributed and redistributed as 
needed over the grid. 

• Despite of different data center as they use different servers 
for different applications and use its server typically uses only 
a fraction of its capacity, BART uses its server virtually so that 
multiple task can be performed increasing server capacity 
utilization to 50 percent or higher which enable fewer serer 
can be used to perform multiple task. 

• As it uses Blade servers, it can add another system to the main 
server and energy used is minimized. 

• With the use of existing hardware and computing resources, 
BART saves power and cooling cost. 



Opening Case: BART speeds up with new  

               IT Infrastructure 

• The use of new system reduced energy usage by 20 percent 
which saves a lot of money. 



Defining IT Infrastructure 

• Along with the set of physical devices and software application 
that are required to operate the entire enterprise, it is also 
considered as a set of firm wide services budgeted by 
management and comprising both human and technical 
capabilities.  

• These services can be considered as follows: 

o Computing Platforms 

o Telecommunication Services 

o Data Management Services 

o Application Software Services 

o Physical Facilities Management Services 

o IT Management Services 



Defining IT Infrastructure 

o IT Standard Services 

o IT Education Services 

o IT Research and Development Services 

• To build a service platform perspective makes easier to 
understand the business value provided by infrastructure 
investments. 

• For instance, if a transaction takes  certain time with normal 
Internet connection, it can be upgraded to high speed Internet 
connection as the overall time saving will be higher than the 
usual one which may benefit an organization by reducing the 
number of staff. 



Evolution of IT Infrastructure 

• The evolution of IT infrastructure have covered a long journey 
of over 50 years to be categorized in five different stages. 

• The different era determines different purpose of using the 
computers or systems. 

General Purpose Mainframe and Minicomputer Era (1959 to 
Present): 

 



Evolution of IT Infrastructure 

• This era began in 1959 when IBM introduced its mainframe 
model IBM-1401 and 7090. Later in 1960 when IBM 
introduces its advanced model IBM 360 series, it was a great 
revolution in business sector. 

• This series was designed for commercial purpose that could 
provide multitasking, time sharing and virtual memory 
management. 

• These computers were powerful enough to handle thousands 
of online remote terminals connected to the centralized 
mainframe. 

• These computers were highly centralized computing under the 
control of professional programmers and system operations  



Evolution of IT Infrastructure 

• This pattern began to change with the introduction of 
minicomputers produced by Digital Equipment Corporation in 
1965. 

• It introduced PDF-1 and VAX machines which offered powerful 
machines at far lower price than IBM mainframe taking under 
consideration the needs of individual department or business 
unit rather than time sharing on a single huge mainframe. 

Personal Computer Era: (1981 to Present) 



Evolution of IT Infrastructure 

• Though the very first personal computer appeared in 1970s 
(Xeros Alto, MITS Altair 8800 and Apple I & II), it is considered 
as the beginning of this era. This era began when IBM PC was 
introduced in 1981 as it was widely adopted by American 
Businesses.  

• At the beginning, the computers were brought in to market 
with DOS operating system which is a text based command 
language and later it was upgraded to Microsoft Windows 
Operating System in Wintel PC. 

• In the starting of 1990s, some productivity tools were 
introduced such as word processors, spreadsheets, electronic 
presentation software and small data management program 
which were helpful for both home and corporate users.  



Evolution of IT Infrastructure 

Client-Server Era: (1983 to Present) 

• In this model, desktop or laptop computers are called client 
system or workstation which are networked to the powerful 
computer system which are called servers which provides the 
client computers with a variety of services and capabilities. 

 



Evolution of IT Infrastructure 

• The client is the user point of entry whereas the server 
typically processes and stores shared data, serves up web 
pages or manages network activities.  

• The term server refers to both the software application and 
the physical computer on which the network software runs.  

• When client-server computers are being performed in two 
working layer then it is said to be 2 tier client-server 
architecture. On the other hand, if it is making multiple layer 
then it is said to be multitiered or N-tired client server 
architecture.  

• Client-Server computing enables businesses to distribute 
computing work across a series of smaller, inexpensive 
machines that cost much less than other one.  



Evolution of IT Infrastructure 

• Novell NetWare was the leading technology for client-server 
networking in the beginning of the client-server era. 

Enterprise Computing Era: (1992 to Present) 

 



Evolution of IT Infrastructure 

• In the starting of this era, firms turned to networking 
standards and software tools that could integrate disparate 
networks and applications throughout the first into an 
enterprise wide infrastructure .  

• Since the time, Internet has been come in the trusted region 
of communication, corporate world started to use it to link the 
small networks to make a complete network so that 
information can flow freely across the organization and 
between the firm and other organizations. 

• It enables different kinds of computer hardware, including 
mainframes, servers, PCs, mobile phones and other handhold 
devices using public infrastructure such as the telephone 
system, Internet and public network services. 



Evolution of IT Infrastructure 

• For the purpose, it requires software to link disparate 
applications and enable data to flow freely among different 
parts of the business such as enterprise applications and web 
services. 

Cloud and Mobile Computing Era: (2000 to Present) 

 



Evolution of IT Infrastructure 

• The bandwidth of Internet has facilitated us to make 
communication to work in better way and thus it brought the 
concept of “Cloud Computing”. 

• Cloud Computing refers to a model of computing that 
provides access to a shared pol of computing resources over a 
network, generally the Internet.  

• There are numerous computers which are located in cloud 
data centers, where they can be accessed by desktop 
computers, laptops, mobile devices and other client machines 
linked to the Internet. 

• It is very useful medium to maintain IT infrastructure from 
remote place over Internet. 



Technology Drivers of 
Infrastructure Evolution 
• The change in IT infrastructure resulted from development in 

computer processing, memory chips, storage devices, 
telecommunication and networking hardware & software 
design that exponentially reducing cost. 

• These developments are achieved on the basis of different 
theories which can be described as below: 

Moore’s Law and Microprocessing Power: 

• Gordon Moore, Director of Fairchild Semiconductor’s Research 
and Development Laboratories stated that the number of 
component on a chip with the smallest manufacturing cost 
per component has doubled each year.  

• But he later reduced the rate of growth to a doubling every 
two year. 



Technology Drivers of 
Infrastructure Evolution 
• There are three variations in Moore’s Law which he didn’t 

stated ever, can be listed as follows: 

1. The power of microprocessor doubles every 18 months. 

2. Computing power doubles every 18 months.  

3. The price of computing falls by half every 18 month 

• Today the size of chip is so much reduced that the thickness of 
hair can be seen greater in size.  

• This thing has become possible with the help of 
nanotechnology which uses individual atoms and molecules to 
create computer chips and other devices that are thousand of 
times smaller than current technology permit. 

• These days the production of nanotube processor is in air at 
economic rate. 



Technology Drivers of 
Infrastructure Evolution 
The law of Mass Digital Storage: 

• It is based on the assumption that the world produces as 
much information as 5 exabytes of unique information per 
year.  

• According to Layman and Varian, 2003, this amount of digital 
information is roughly doubling every year. 

• Storing these information is easy as the rate of storing devices 
are getting reduced every year.  

Metcalfe’s Law and Network Economics: 

• Though the Moore’s Law and the Law of Mass Digital Storage 
tell about the availability of computing resources, but it is still 
unexplained that why people need more computing and 
storage power.  



Technology Drivers of 
Infrastructure Evolution 
• It was explained by Robert Metcalfe, inventor of Ethernet local 

area network, in 1970, that the value or power of a network 
grows exponentially as a function of the number of network 
members.  

• This theory showed that as more and more people become 
the network member, the value of the system grows 
exponentially and continues to grow forever as members 
increase. 

• The demand of Information Technology has been driven by 
the social and business value of digital networks which rapidly 
multiply the number of actual and potential links among 
network members.  



Technology Drivers of 
Infrastructure Evolution 
Declining Communication Costs and the Internet:  

• It tells about the rapid decline in the costs of communication 
and the exponential growth in the size of the Internet. 

• According to the Internet World stats, 2010, an estimation of 
1.8 billion people worldwide are using Internet. 

• Due to the use of Internet, the cost of communication has 
been exponentially declining over Internet and telephone. 

• As communication costs fall forward, utilization of 
communication and computing facilities explodes. 

• A business firm that take huge advantage of the Internet must 
expand its Internet connection, including wireless connectivity 
and greatly expand the power of their network, desktop 
clients and mobile computing devices. 



Technology Drivers of 
Infrastructure Evolution 
Standard and Network Effects:  

• Technology Standards are specification that establishes the 
compatibility of products and the ability to communicate in a 
network with the help of which enterprise infrastructure and 
Internet computing would be impossible. 

• Technology standards unleash powerful economics of scale 
and result in price declines as manufacturers focus on the 
products built to a single standard. 

• At the beginning of 1990s, corporates started moving toward 
standard computing and communication platform. For 
instance, Wintel PCs with the Windows Operating System and 
Microsoft Office desktop productivity application became the 
standard desktop and mobile computing platform. 



Technology Drivers of 
Infrastructure Evolution 
• In telecommunication, the Ethernet standard enabled PCs to 

connect together in small Local Area Network and the TCP/IP 
standard enabled these LANs to be connected in firm wide 
networks and ultimately to the Internet.  



Infrastructure Components 



Infrastructure Components 

• The different components constitute investments that must 
be coordinates with one another to provide the firm with a 
coherent infrastructure. 

• In previous time, technology vendors supplying these 
components were often  in competition with one another 
offering purchasing firms a mixture of incompatible, 
proprietary,  partial solution. But increasingly the vendor firms 
have been forced by large customers in cooperate in strategic 
partnership with one another.  

Computer Hardware Platforms 

• If we see the past sell of computer hardware in different 
market such as US or India, we can find that there were a huge 
sell of hardware devices in respective markets.  



Infrastructure Components 

• According to the stat of sold devices, we can see that US 
spend about $109 billion on computer hardware in 2010 
which includes desktop PCs, mobile computing devices and 
server machines. Along with these US spent about $90 billion 
on PCs. 

• On the other hand, India raised its sell by 9.1 percent in 2012 
with sell of $79.8 billion 

• Also if we consider the server market, it is seen that it uses 
mostly Intel or AMD processors in the form of blade servers in 
racks. Blade servers are ultrathin computers which are stored 
in racks in which secondary storage may be embedded as a 
hard drive in each blade servers or by external mass storage 
device. 



Infrastructure Components 

• Chip providers like Intel, AMD and IBM have collectively 
settled on Intel as a standard processor. 

• Mainframe computers are still in use but the production is 
minimized as the use of it is not that much though it can run 
up to 17,000 instances of Linux or Windows Servers software 
of replacing thousand of smaller blade servers to look after a 
massive enterprise network and corporate web sites.  

Operating System Platforms: 

• Microsoft Windows comprises about 78 percent of the server 
operating system market with 25 percent of corporate servers 
using some form of the Unix Operating system or Linux.  

• Unix and Linux are scalable, reliable and much less expensive 
than Mainframe Operating Systems. 



Infrastructure Components 

• These systems are compatible with different types of 
processors though they differ in vendors such as IBM, HP and 
Sun Microsystems. 

• On the other hand, the client level users prefer to uses PCs of 
Microsoft Windows operating system. But the use of different 
operating system are also used due to the use of different 
handheld mobile digital devices or cloud connected systems.  

• Google Chrome OS provides a lightweight operating system 
for cloud computing using netbooks. In this operating system 
program are not stored in the PC but are used over the 
Internet and accessed through the Chrome Web Browser.  

• Another operating system used in mobile computing devices 
called Android is in air which is developed by Android, Inc.  



Infrastructure Components 

• There are another platform also which provides the features 
of multitouch interface such as iPhone OS which is used in 
iPad, iPhone and iPod where users use their fingers to 
manipulate objects on the screen rather using keyboard and 
mouse.  

Enterprise Software Application: 

• It is assumed that U.S. firms spend about $165 billion in 2010 
on software for enterprise applications that are treated as 
components of IT infrastructure. 

• In India, the market for enterprise application grew by 20 
percent in 2009 during the recessionary trends and in 2010 it 
expanded nearly at the same rate by 18 percent which is likely 
to continue next year 



Infrastructure Components 

• The largest providers of enterprise application software are 
SAP and Oracle. 

• There is requirement of middleware software applications for 
achieving firmwide integration by linking the firm’s existing 
application system  

Data Management and Storage: 

• Enterprise database management software is responsible for 
organizing and managing the firm’s data so that they can be 
efficiently accessed and used.  

• The leading database software providers are IBM, Oracle, 
Microsoft and Sybase which supply more than 90 percent of 
the U.S. database software marketplace. 



Infrastructure Components 

• Digital information is supposed to be growing at 1.2 zettabytes 
a year due to tweets, blogs, videos, e-mails and Facebook 
postings. 

• With the amount of new digital information in the world 
growing so rapidly, the market for digital data storage devices 
has been growing at more than 15 percent over last stats. 

• For manipulation of large data, Storage Area Network connect 
multiple storage devices on a separate hi-speed network 
dedicated to storage that can be rapidly accessed and shared 
by multiple servers.  

Networking/ Telecommunication Platforms: 

• U.S. firms spend %100 billion a year on networking and 
telecommunication hardware. 



Infrastructure Components 

• Along with this, they also spend $700 billion on networking 
services. 

• Windows Server is predominantly used as a local area network 
operation system followed by Linux and Unix and they prefer 
to use TCP/IP protocol suite as standard.  

• The leading networking hardware providers are Cisco, Alcatel-
Lucent, Nortel and Juniper Networks. 

• Regarding telecommunication services in India, the market is 
expected to be the largest contributor to the IT segment with 
spending forecast to reach $54.7 billion in 2012.  

• They widely offer voice and data connectivity, wide area 
networking, wireless services and Internet access.  



Infrastructure Components 

Internet Platforms: 

• Internet Platforms play role of bridge between the firm’s 
general networking infrastructure and hardware & software 
platforms. 

• U.S. firms spend an estimated $40 billion annually on Internet 
based infrastructure which includes hardware, software and 
management services to support a firm’s website, web 
hosting, routers and cabling or wireless equipment. 

• The Internet revolution created a veritable explosion in server 
computers with many firms collecting thousands of small 
servers to run their Internet based operations. 

• The leading Internet hardware providers are considered as 
IBM, Dell and HP 

 



Infrastructure Components 

• The major web software are provided by Microsoft, Oracle 
and the host of independent software developers including 
Adobe and Real Media. 

Consulting and System Integration Services: 

• The unavailability of employees, budget or necessary 
experience and skills to deploy and maintain a entire IT 
infrastructure may unable to create a new infrastructure 
significantly changed in business processes and procedures, 
training and education and software integration.  

• The leading consulting firms provide these kind of expertise. 

• These leading consulting firms includes Accenture, IBM Global 
Services, HP Enterprise Services, Infosys and Wipro 
Technologies.  



Infrastructure Components 

• Software Integration refers ensuring the new infrastructure 
work with the firm’s older one, generally called Legacy System, 
ensuring the new elements of the infrastructure work with 
one another  

• Legacy system are generally older transaction processing 
systems created for mainframe computers that continue to be 
used to avoid the high cost of replacing or redesigning them.  

• Replacing these systems is cost prohibitive and generally not 
necessary if these older systems can be integrated into a 
contemporary infrastructure. 



Interactive Session: Technology   

        new  to the touch 

• This section is subjected to be prepared by students. 

• Refer Page no. 183 

• Answer the Case Study Question  

• Be precise with your answers. 

• Also look at MIS in Action to be familiar with Real Time 
Questionnaire 

 



Interactive Session: Is Green Computing  

        Good for Business 

• This section is subjected to be prepared by students. 

• Refer Page no. 191 

• Answer the Case Study Question  

• Be precise with your answers. 

• Also look at MIS in Action to be familiar with Real Time 
Questionnaire 



Hands on MIS 

• Improving Decision Making: Using a Spreadsheet to Evaluate 
Hardware and Software Options 

 Refer to Page No. 204 

• Improving Decision Making: Using Web Research to Budget for 
a Sales Conferences. 

 Refer to Page No. 205 

 

 


